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Robert Gardner is well-known for his deeply evocative films on exotic cultures. His film on

ritual warfare, Dead Birds (shot among the Dani tribes of New Guinea) created a huge

controversy.... Equally controversial is the style of his films which don't pretend for a moment

to be scientific but instead place before us the images of his dreams (or even nightmares) of

what he has witnessed. In the North American, Anglo-Saxon rush towards pragmatic cinema,

he has stayed aloof, to one side, continuing his highly professional work. (Young 23)

Introduction

To begin-a moral tale or, more correctly, a fantasy in which an anthropological cinema exists, a cinema of

not about anthropology designed by anthropologists to communicate anthropological insights about the

human condition. It is a well articulated genre distinct from the conceptual limitations of realist

documentary. It employs conventions and techniques from the whole of cinema-fiction, documentary,

animation, and so forth. A multitude of film styles vie for prominence, equal to the number of theoretical

positions found in the field. There are general audience films produced for television as well as highly

sophisticated works for professional audiences. The producers are professional anthropologists who use

the medium to convey the results of their anthropological studies and ethnological knowledge. Universities

regularly teach the theory, practice, and criticism of anthropological communication-verbal, written, and

pictorial-enabling scholars to select the most appropriate mode of communication in which to publish their

work.

The fantasy has not been realized nor is there any reason to believe that it ever will. Instead, ethnographic

film appears trapped in a perpetual state of flux. Unable to maintain a stable power base, it occupies a

position marginal to mainstream academic social science and to the commercial worlds of independent

documentary film and educational television. In North America, its most enduring feature is the fact that

teachers use films in the classroom.

While the anthropological use of pictorial media may be as old as the technology itself, the possibility that

an ethnography could be presented as a film remains a confusing idea. In the popular mind, an

ethnographic film is a documentary about any "exotic" people regardless of the training of the maker.

International festivals supposedly devoted to anthropological films often have organizing committees with

no anthropologists who select films for special recognition produced by documentarians with no apparent

knowledge or even regard for anthropology. Some are overtly hostile to the idea of social science,

regarding it as politically incor-
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rect-a remnant of a racist, colonial past. In addition, many anthropologists seem content with films made

by people with little or no anthropological knowledge merely because the films appear to be politically

correct or somehow artistically satisfying.
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Ethnographic film has always been a field dominated by documentary filmmakers who fancy themselves

amateur anthropologists. Beginning with the work of Robert J. Flaherty, many of the films called

ethnographic were made by people without training in or knowledge about anthropology. These films may

become useful because teachers of anthropology contextualize them for their students, but then almost

any film, documentary or fiction, can be useful to teach with if it is placed in the right context.

As an academic anthropologist interested in seeing ethnographic film become a part of the anthropological

mainstream, I believe the chief criteria that should be employed in critiquing a film designated as

"ethnographic" are those of anthropology and not the aesthetics of film. Is the film the result of

ethnographic research? Is the person who conducted the field work in a position of authority in the

production so that decisions as to the shape of the film are determined by the results of the research and

not the current fad in film form? Does the film successfully address itself to anthropological concerns or

not? Whether or not a film is an artistic achievement is as irrelevant to social scientific goals as whether or

not anthropological writings are literary achievements. [2]

Having briefly stated my point of view, I will now critique the cinema of Robert Gardner as a means of

discussing some of the impediments to the development of an anthropological cinema. Robert Gardner

made a major contribution to ethnographic film during the 1950s and 1960s. However, since the

production of Dead Birds, his films have drifted away from the main

stream of anthropology. This movement is the result of two factors: (1) Gardner's dependence on an

outmoded and inadequate theoretical perspective; and (2) his failure to utilize anthropological knowledge

derived from ethnographic field work to organize his films. In addition. I find the politics and morality of

Gardner's "art" to be problematic.

Gardner's Legacy to Ethnographic Film

Robert Gardner's involvement with ethnographic film began at a time when few considered film a serious

medium for anthropologists. Since 1956 he has been the director of Harvard University's Film Study

Center, the earliest North American focus for ethnographic film. During the first decade of the center's

activities, Gardner assisted in the completion of John Marshall's The Hunters, produced Dead Birds,

taught production courses, provided completion assistance for other filmmakers, and conceived a scheme

for filming disappearing cultures, an idea that dominated his work ever since. With Karl Heider and Asen

Balikci, he founded Program in Ethnographic Film, the first North American organization to deal with film

and anthropology, and published "Films For Anthropology Teaching" to further the use of film in

universities.

The Film Study Center was established to house the "Bushman" (San) footage and to assist John Marshall

in the editing of "between twenty and twenty-five distributable films" (Gardner, "Anthropology" 350).

Conflicts caused Gardner and Marshall to part ways after the completion of just one film, The Hunters, in

1957. Gardner continued to pursue the Center's stated mandate in New Guinea, Africa, and India.

Gardner's ideas about filming other cultures were first articulated in 1957.

Cinematic recordings of human life are unchanging documents providing
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detailed and focused information on the behavioral characteristics of man.... The most

significant advantages of cinematic documentation are that evidence provided is available to

the view of many individuals both immediately and for a period of time. ("Anthropology"

345-6)

In addition, he posited that evidence collected with a cine-camera is "of a direct and unambiguous kind,

being reality instantaneously captured and suffering no distortion due to faults of sight, memory, and
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semantic interpretation" (346). Once the center gathered pictorial documentation, films should be made

. . . after it [the center] has had the opportunity to document various wide contexts of human

life, it can proceed to make from such documentation visual expressions of the meaningful

parts of it to be seen and shared by as many people as can be reached. (349)

Ultimately the justification for this work went beyond anthropological goals to the humanistic assumption

that "creating a careful and sensitive visual account of an unknown society was ample justification in

itself'' (Gardner and Heider xi).

Gardner hoped to produce filmed samples from cultures representing the basic ecological varieties of

human experience; this was not dissimilar to G.P. Murdock's Human Relations Area File schema. Once

gathered the center would have the definitive film archive on the varieties of human experience. In

describing the development of the idea for Dead Birds, Gardner articulated his plan.

With a film on a primitive hunting society already available (The Hunters), it seemed appropriate to think

in terms of one about an agricultural group. Then at least two of the three basic ecological patterns of

human society would have been documented. Materials I gathered on three pastoral societies in Ethiopia

will be released as three full length films early in 1970. With their appearance the third basic pattern of

human adaptation will be represented. ("Chronicles" 25) [3]

The Harvard-Peabody Expedition to New Guinea-Dead Birds

In 1961 Gardner organized the Harvard-Peabody Expedition among the horticultural Dani of the

highlands of New Guinea. He spent eight months (February to August 1961) doing ethnography and

filming in collaboration with anthropologists Jan Broekhuyse and Karl Heider for what became his most

widely acclaimed film, Dead Birds. The expedition was organized like a nineteenth-century natural

historical/scientific expedition with a number of people each conducting their own research. One is

reminded of the Karl Bodmer/Maximillian expedition to North America in the 1830s and the Lawrence

Marshall expeditions to the Kalahari Desert in the 1950s that produced The Hunters. While the expedition

was primarily motivated by Gardner's notion of salvage ethnography, it was also fueled by an interest in

ritual warfare.

Hence it was partially in the spirit of conservators of a passing age that we planned the

Harvard-Peabody New Guinea Expedition.... It was my hope to make a study of a society still

practicing what in anthropological annals is known as "ritual warfare" that turned our

attention to Melanesia.... The overall aim of the expedition was to make a comprehensive

study of a single community of Neolithic warrior farmers. We intended to document verbally

and visually the whole social and cultural fabric of this community. We were interested in its

natural history and were equipped to scrutinize it from the stand point of
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behavioral scientists, naturalists, photographers and filmmakers. Our specific goals included

an ecologically oriented account by Peter Mattheisson . . .; my feature-length motion picture .

. .; an anthropological monograph dealing with the whole culture . . . by Karl Heider; a second

anthropological monograph by Jan Broekhuyse . . .; and a book of photographs. (Gardner and

Heider xii-xv)

To this ambitious list, Karl Heider's 1972 ethnographic film companion should be added, along with the

work of other members of the team, which included Michael Rockefeller as sound recordist and still

photographer, Time-Life photographer Eliot Elisofon, and Christopher Versteegh as botanist.

According to Heider, Gardner conceived the expedition to produce materials
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from different points of view, and give somewhat different pictures of the Dugum Dani . . .

which would have important implications for anthropological methodology quite apart from

its value as an intensive, multidimensional portrayal of a single group of Papuans. (Heider,

"The Dani" 2-3)

Unfortunately this most satisfying aspect of the expedition never received the attention it deserves. No

one, neither a member of the original expedition nor any scholar since, has critically examined or

compared the written and pictorial materials produced by the expedition.

Critique of Dead Birds

Dead Birds, one of the most popular ethnographic films in the history of the genre, was produced in the

tradition of Robert Flaherty's Nanook of the North and John Marshall's The Hunters. Like The Hunters, its

flaws and shortcomings are quite visible to us now given the vantage point

of time. For some, the problems make the film almost worthless. "My judgment is that Dead Birds has

been colored by so many subtle fictional pretensions and artistic ornamentations that it has surrendered

most of its usefulness as a socially scientific document" (Mischler 669). It seems rather futile, though, to

ask a film made in 1964 to assume the standards of the 1990s. The film's inadequacies are more profitably

understood as the results of the filmmaker's choices rather than the limitations of the technology or the

fact that the film followed the dominant conventions of the time.

Dead Birds employs the conventions of commercial feature fiction to achieve an illusion of reality. It is

the "story" of Wejak and Pua; that is, like Nanook or the quartet of San hunters in The Hunters, the life of

the culture is unfolded through the lives of individuals. Dead Birds has a story line contrived so that the

principals just happen to be present at events the filmmaker wishes to reveal. Thus warfare and events

associated with it are revealed through Wejak's participation. At times the device becomes less than

transparent, for example, when Pua just happens to visit Wejak when he is completing the weaving of a

cowry shell band. It has been my experience as someone who uses the film in classroom teaching that

students often become distanced from the artificiality of the narrative structure and begin to disbelieve the

entire film.

Dead Birds is constructed so as to create the illusion that a narratively compelling and comprehensive

story is evolving, naturally and chronologically. Even if one argues that cinema requires such artifices, the

fact remains that the illusion is false. We never see an actual battle but rather a composite one constructed

from the footage of several battles-"The major battle sequence in Dead Birds is put together from shots of

different battles at different locations'' (Heider, Ethnographic Film 67). Similarly, the sound track is con-
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structed to make you believe you are hearing synchronized sound when in fact, "All the sound in Dead

Birds is postsynchronized . . ." (70). Weyak's "voice" is a creation in a sound studio. Whether or not one

finds such an approach to anthropological cinema offensive depends on whether one believes that films

should be made out of what is filmable, constructed out of what is deemed necessary in order to have the

film's thesis look convincing. Gardner believed that the footage he had of any one battle was inadequate

to make the statement he wished to make about Dani warfare. So he constructed a ''cinebattle'' containing

all the elements he considered important. The notion of typicality which underlies the choice to construct

a "cine-battle" is but one example of the nineteenth-century scientific ideology found in Gardner's work.

Like Marshall in The Hunters, Gardner created and narrated interior monologues for some of the

principals. We are told Weyak's thoughts when he looks at a sunset. At another place in the film we are

told that a warrior recently wounded in battle is recalling how the enemy would not take any chances in

battles fought in the past. The scene of the warrior "recalling'' is followed by a flashback of a battle scene.

These fiction tactics provide continuity between sequences and act as a lead-in to a sequence that would

otherwise lack a smooth transition. I would assume that most anthropologists then, as now, would object
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to attributing thoughts to the subjects of their studies. To argue that the nature of the film requires that

certain liberties be taken with knowledge is to suggest a serious lack of fit between film and anthropology.

From the opening narration of the fable about the race to determine the fate of humankind to the

narrator's closing thoughts about our mortality, audiences are made aware that they are viewing a

dramatically structured film designed to be a moral tale.

I seized the opportunity of speaking to certain fundamental issues in human life. The Dani were then less

important to me than those issues.... My responsibility was as much to my own situation as a thinking

person as to the Dani as also thinking people. I never thought this reflective or value-oriented approach

was inconsistent either with my training as a social scientist or my goals as the author of a film.... The film

attempts to say something about how we all, as humans, meet our animal fate. (Gardner qtd. in Heider,

Dani 6)

A humanist desire to provide a meditation about morality clearly took precedence over the need to

articulate the details of Dani culture or to adhere to what was actually knowable about the people.

Gardner is telling us that he is more of an artist-humanist than an anthropologist. While a humanistic

approach to anthropology is certainly commendable and having aesthetic aspirations that causes one to

become craft conscious about the medium employed is praiseworthy, humanism, or the creation of art, are

not adequate as theoretical justifications for doing anthropology.

There are some fundamental methodological and moral questions raised by Dead Birds that continue to be

raised by Gardner's later work. It concerns the question of consent, and the knowledge the subjects should

have about a filmmaker's intention. Gardner believes that his work would have been hampered if the

subjects understood what was going on. "My job was made easier because no one knew what I was doing"

(Gardner qtd. in Heider, Dani 8).

As far as my film was concerned, one essential advantage lay in the fact that the Dugum Dani

did not know what a camera was. I decided to protect this innocence by keeping all

photographs and magazines hidden.... I wanted
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above all to photograph authentic Dani behavior. (Gardner, "Chronicles" 30; emphasis

added)

Given the agonizing debate over informed consent and the rights of subjects, which has raged during the

past 20 years among North American anthropologists and other researchers who employ human subjects,

Gardner's assumption that only naive subjects are worthwhile filming is at best out of touch with

contemporary ethical thinking and at worst reflects a naive assumption about what one can and should

film (see Gross, Katz, and Ruby). While it can be argued that in 1961 these issues were not in the

forefront of the field, they certainly are now and Gardner appears to be as unconcerned with them when

discussing Forest of Bliss as he was in New Guinea (Larson).

The idea that it is necessary to conceal your intentions from people in order to get useful footage stands in

direct opposition to French anthropologist/cineaste Jean Rouch's notion of a shared anthropology, a

concept he explored in a number of films prior to Gardner's work with the Dani (for example, in The

Human Pyramid [1958] and Les Maitres Fous [1957]). Rouch has said that the idea of a shared or

collaborative anthropology was derived from Flaherty in the 1920s when Flaherty showed Nanook the

footage he shot in order to obtain his cooperation and collaboration (Ruby "Re-examination"). Gardner

rejected the idea of a shared anthropology where the participants in a film become collaborators with the

director. He chose instead to approach the Dani as naive subjects when alternatives were available. [4] He

apparently believed that the only "authentic" behavior worth filming was behavior "unsullied" by Western

influences, performed by people unaware of what was being done or of the long-term implications of

being filmed.
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One could argue that Dead Birds is a product of its time and that in 1961 there were no other models for

making documentary or ethnographic films. [5] Gardner was simply doing the best he could. The

argument is not adequate, though. At the time Gardner was planning Dead Birds, a number of

documentary and ethnographic filmmakers were voicing their discontent with the limitations imposed

upon them by their equipment and the dominant tradition of dramatic documentaries that imitated

Hollywood features. During 1960 and 1961 many experiments in syncsound location shooting were being

made-for example, by Michael Brault in Canada, and by Robert Drew, Richard Leacock, and D.A.

Pennebaker in the United States, who produced Primary in 1960. When Jean Rouch and Edgar Morin

released Chronicle of a Summer in 1961, it was regarded as a revolution in film.

In other words, direct cinema and cinema verite were being invented at the same time Robert Gardner

chose to employ a traditional and, for some filmmakers, an outmoded approach to filming and

documentary dramatic structure. The "look" of Dead Birds is no accident of technology or of the time in

which it was produced. It is the product of a certain approach to film and culture. While his style has

evolved somewhat, for example, more observational footage and sync-sound interviews in Rivers of Sand,

in all of his subsequent work, Gardner has adhered to the theoretical stance which motivated Dead Birds.

Robert Gardner as Anthropologist and Artist

All of Gardner's productions, from Dead Birds to Ika Hands, are understandable as enactments of

sentiments first expressed in 1957-the assumption that salvage ethnographic film projects that produce

visual records of the customs of disappearing cultures provide an invaluable resource for future

generations as well as an oppor-
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tunity to produce films for the public. It has been his stated desire to systematically record as many of the

basic culture types as possible. The ideological underpinnings of his approach are found in nineteenth-

century science, which sought to inductively describe phenomenon, then produce a taxonomy. Once "all

the data" were collected a scientist could begin to make analyses and eventually draw conclusions.

Natural history expeditions like the Harvard-Peabody Expedition to New Guinea are expressions of these

ideas.

In anthropology, the paradigm manifested itself in the distinction between descriptive ethnography and

ethnological analysis. To collect useable data, ethnographers sought out the least "disturbed" remnants of

exotic cultures or, lacking any "survivals," they reconstructed the ethnographic present through the

memories of the oldest members of the group. Only "authentic" culture was deemed appropriate to record.

When photographed or filmed, natives were asked to remove any physical evidence of their actual

circumstances. that is, Western clothing and ornaments, and "perform" authentic reproductions of their

former lives. [6]

Altar of Fire (1976), a film Gardner was invited to direct by University of California scholar, Fritz Staal,

provides us with one example of the inadequacy of Gardner's paradigm. The film is a 45-minute

condensation of what the promotional brochure from the distribution company modestly calls "the world's

oldest surviving ceremony.'' In the brochure Staal unselfconsciously explains that in order to "preserve" a

ritual which had not been performed for some time, the filmmakers had to pay for the cost of the

ceremony. Given the somewhat unusual nature of this "media event," as Edmund Carpenter called it on

the sound track, a number of spectators gathered. Staal and Gardner had to go to great pains to exclude

the unreasonable "natives" who thought they might have some right to participate in their ceremony! In

spite of their efforts,

Some film footage was spoiled or its use made impossible by these fully clothed people (that

is, visitors from the outside who came to watch the ceremony), who contrasted sadly with the

Nambudiris (Brahmin priests) in their white loincloths, themselves disfigured only by an

occasional wristwatch. (Steal; emphasis added)
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Fortunately the "purity" of the media-generated ceremony was preserved. As Robert A. Paul suggested,

The only way this film could have worked, in both an ethical and a "scientific" way, would

have been for the makers to have been flexible and honest enough to record the media event

which they themselves set in motion. Instead, they pretend to give us an authentic glimpse

into ancient Vedic times, rendered hollow and ethically repugnant through the patronizing,

rigid, antiquarian, and neocolonialist attitudes it reveals. (Review 199) [7]

Staal's response to Paul's review suggests that he failed to understand the criticism. [8] He states that

anyone reading the film's study guide would have known the circumstances of the filming and those

wishing to know something about the socioeconomic context can consult his written work ("Comment"

346-47). The problem is that unless stated within the film, the information is non-existent for most

audiences. Moreover, Staal and Gardner failed to see the implication of omitting these aspects of the

event from the film. In Paul's response to Staal, he writes that

The filmmaker has certain responsibilities to the subjects of the film, to
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other local people whose lives are affected by the presence of a foreign film crew, to the

potential audience, and to the scholarly community. It was, and is, my opinion that Altar of

Fire does not meet those responsibilities, sensitivity, or awareness of the issues. With respect

to the audience, lay and scholarly, it seems to me that the film is not sufficiently forthcoming

about some of the circumstances surrounding the making of the film, knowledge of which

would seriously affect what the viewer might suppose he were watching. (''Reply" 348)

A proper critique of the intellectual, moral, and political implications of "salvaging authentic cultures" lies

outside the limits of this essay. Suffice it to say that the paradigm as expressed by Staal, and I would argue

most of Gardner's films, systematically avoids the economic and political conditions of the people studied

and filmed and is therefore easily criticized as romantic and supportive of political and economic

neo-colonialism and other forms of oppression. If one is able to deny the existence of political and

economic inequality and oppression by causing people to perform some imagined version of their past

lives, then the problems and whatever responsibility we may have for them literally disappear before our

eyes!

While Gardner is certainly neither the author of this concept nor the only contemporary practitioner, his

prominence makes his adherence to these ideas a stumbling block to the development of an

anthropological cinema. Our fondness for capturing on film or in print the varieties of human experience,

in all their pristine and unsullied glory, has had a long history within anthropology, as well as within

Western culture as a whole. [9] While it is still possible to locate some proponents of this approach in the

Instint fur den Wissenschaftlichen Film, North American anthropology has largely replaced this

paradigm. [10], It is more commonly assumed that all behavior is authentic, Westernized or not, and that

description unmotivated by research questions and not grounded in an articulated theory is virtually

useless.[11] From the perspective of many current theoretical positions within anthropology (for example,

feminist, Marxist, Geertzian interpretive, and so forth), Robert Gardner's stated anthropological

justification for his films is at best an anachronism that should find little support from professional

anthropologists. Yet one seldom reads in the reviews of his films in journals like the American

Anthropologist any discussion of the adequacy of his theoretical approach. Instead reviewers uncritically

accept the films as anthropologically useful and applaud the artistry of the films, a matter to be discussed

below [12]

While it could be argued that Gardner is entitled to his theoretical perspective, no matter how out of touch

it is with contemporary thinking, I would assume that most anthropologists would agree that there are

certain minimal methodological standards to be met if one is to call a film ethnographic. Gardner himself

has acknowledged that ''for a film to be ethnographic, an ethnographer must make it, or at least be closely
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associated with its making" ("The Ethnographic Film'' 66). Unfortunately, an examination of the field

work associated with Gardner's films often makes the designations anthropological or ethnographic

questionable. To my knowledge, Gardner has never learned the language of any of the people he filmed

except for the Dani, nor has he stayed in the field in any of his filming expeditions long enough to do

adequate ethnography. [13] While he is sometimes credited with being an anthropologist and conducting

ethnographic studies, there is little evidence to support those assumptions. [14] Consequently, the only

possibility his films have to express anthropological knowledge based upon ethnographic re
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search is through the anthropologists Gardner hires as subject area specialists. We must therefore examine

Gardner's collaboration with anthropologists if we wish to critique the adequacy of his films as

anthropology.

Collaborations between filmmakers and anthropologists are often problematic. If a survey were taken, I

think most anthropologists would say that their experiences with professional filmmakers have been

somewhat less than satisfying. These collaborative efforts often result in acrimonious disputes over

credits. This is a problematic area, but nonetheless it must be discussed. Some of Gardner's reputation

appears to be built upon what might generously be called "confused credits." The role he played in The

Hunters is uncertain, at least to me. The stylisic similarities between the narration in The Hunters and in

Dead Birds suggest that Gardner had an important voice in both. On the other hand, John Marshall's name

does not even appear in the 1957 article Gardner wrote discussing the activities of the Film Study Center.

If you did not know otherwise, the article would lead you to believe that Robert Gardner made The

Hunters by himself. His involvement with Kal Mueller's Land Divers of Borneo and Jorge Preloran's

Imaginero are equally problematic.

While some ethnographic filmmakers like Karl Heider have found Gardner to be someone who generously

gives his time and expertise, others have privately expressed dissatisfaction with the credit Gardner has

received for their films. The Nuer is the most clear-cut example. Gardner produced it as part of the

pastoral nomad project that included Rivers of Sand. Certainly raising the funds, conceiving the idea, and

so forth are important but if there are authors of the film, they are Hillary Harris and George Breidenbech.

Yet in two editions, the Pennsylvania State University audiovisual catalog has contained the following

listing: ''The Nuer, a film by Robert Gardner and Hillary Harris,'' and retrospectives of Gardner's work

usually include this film.

The credits for Rivers of Sand, Gardner's 1975 film about East African pastoralists, read, "Ethnographic

advice and translations: Ivo Strecker, Jean Lydall (Strecker) and Eike Berinas" (Bender 196). In a 1988

article Strecker makes it clear that when he joined Gardner in the field, one season of filming had already

been realized without any assistance from an ethnographic authority. The casualness with which this

supposedly anthropological work was undertaken, at least as Strecker reports it, is truly appalling. The

artistic vision of Gardner as auteur dominated the project with little competent ethnographic assistance.

I was also frustrated because I remained barred from the process of conceptualizing the film

as a whole. In 1971, Bob and I both knew very little about Hamar culture.... and I found it

extremely difficult to make any generalizations. I sensed that Bob was planning a grand new

explanatory film about the Hamar. (Strecker 372)

Lionel Bender, reviewer for the American Anthropologist, has argued that "this is a great film.... For the

present, Rivers of Sand is our best available source on the Hamer [sic] of Southern Ethiopia. Fortunately.

it is a magnificent source" (Bender 197). Lydall and Strecker answered Bender, labeling the film "an

ethnographic farce" and pointing out that they were denied participation in "the decisive stages of filming"

(Lydall and Strecker 945). The film is not a reliable source of information on the Hamar but it is a source

of study of ". . . the social milieu of filmmakers and anthropologists who use ethnography to indulge in

prejudiced visions that have little to do with the people under 'study' '' (Lydell and Strecker 945). [15]
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The narrative spine of Rivers of Sand is an interview with a Hamar woman, Omalleidna, lamenting the

role of women in her society. The theme of physical abuse dominates the interview and some of the

intercut scenes. According to Strecker, ". . . instead of recognizing that Omalleidna's account was a

conventionalized story of womanhood, Gardner treated it as though it were a factual commentary....

Gardner, in his flat undialectical view of social life, did not recognize this irony'' (Strecker 945). In other

words, Gardner failed to realize what is an anthropological cliche-what people say about themselves is not

the truth but data. "Interestingly, other critics have rarely mentioned this point [that is, the distortion of

Hamar life in the film]. Even David MacDougall accepts the film at face value and writes: 'Rivers of Sand

examines a socially regulated sexual exploitation through the toll it takes upon individuals' " (Strecker

373).

In Rivers of Sand, Gardner employs slow-motion shots of women running up to men, thrusting their

breasts toward their "oppressors," and apparently taunting the men to beat them. Omalleidna claims she

and all women in her group are oppressed, yet they appear to provoke the beatings. What are we as the

audience to make of this conflict between what she says and what Gardner shows us?

The relationship between men and women in Hamar appears more complex than Omalleidna's

theory. Bob, however, preferred to edit his material to fit her theory and his own ideas about

male domination, rather than to explore actual relationships between men and women.... That

the whipping was ritualized and initiated by the girls themselves is not made clear in the film.

(Strecker 373)

We have a clear choice with this film. We can accept either the "artistic vision" of someone who spent a

few months in the field and who presents no evidence of competence in the field language. or the opinion

of an ethnographer who knows the culture, the language, and has produced several publications and films

based on his experience with the Hamar.

Two of Gardner's films list no credit for anthropologist/translator/ethnographic advisor-Deep Hearts and

Ika Hands. [16] 1 can discover little about the circumstances of filming Deep Hearts, but logically there

are two possibilities: either the film was made without benefit of any anthropologically competent

personnel, or those who participated did not wish to be associated with the film. In either case, the

enthusiastic review given Deep Hearts by Michael Lieber is yet another example of an anthropologist

being content with the artistic vision of a filmmaker rather than questioning whether the film has any

ethnographic research to support it.

As in Dead Birds, his major work, Gardner exhibits a strongly felt humanism, viewing cultural events and

styles as illustrations of the human condition. This view of things is almost conveyed by his narration and

only weakly supported by his imagery, which is specific and parochial. But, criticisms aside, Gardner must

be thanked for bringing back such spectacular images, so lovingly filmed. (Lieber 225)

Forest of Bliss, a film about Benares, India, is quite another matter. Unlike Rivers of Sand, Deep Hearts,

or even Ika Hands, the anthropologist/co-producer, Akos Ostor, claims that the film is based on six

months of ethnographic field research and has recently come to its defense. In Great Britain, the film won

a prize as the best ethnographic film of the past two years. On the other hand, Gardner has made it quite

clear that he views it as "a personal film, not an ethnographic one'' (Larson 88).[17] In two recent
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reviews, the writers conclude that the film cannot be fruitfully considered as anthropology (Parry;

Moore). Since Gardner apparently agrees, I would prefer to use the film as a means of exploring Gardner's

work as art.
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Forest of Bliss has been characterized as a haunting portrait of the city of death. Moore, along with a

number of other people, has characterized it as "an aesthetic masterpiece" (Moore 1).1 disagree. I found it

to be a jumble of incomprehensible vignettes that apparently are to be savored for their formal content

and the juxtaposition of the images and sequences. The film, like Louis Malle's Phantom India, falsely

mystifies. I don't know the language of the people in the film. I rarely can figure out what they are doing,

or if I can, the significance of the action is lost to me. I attribute meaning that stands a good chance of

being accidentally ethnocentric and incorrect because I cannot infer anything about the maker's intention.

As Parry has pointed out, the film easily misleads all but the most expert viewers. Since the maker has

indicated that what is said is not important enough to translate and the vignettes of behavior are not

consequential enough to present in such a way as to make them understandable, I am left with a kind of

pure formalism.

While some people find this approach satisfying, I do not, at least with this film. I do not wish my position

to be misunderstood. I am not an opponent of formalist cinema. On the contrary, a film like Edin Velez's

Meta-Maya 11, for example, is an extremely satisfying work in this mode. I am arguing that Forest of

Bliss, in addition to being useless as ethnography, is a failure as film art. Gardner mistakes ignorance for

mystery. India is mysterious only to those too lazy to learn something about it.

I do not completely agree with Parry and Moore's position that subtitling and spoken narration must be

present in a film dealing with an experience exotic for most viewers. Since the invention of sound, film

has relied far too much on words to explain. The possibility of visual explanations is still intriguing. I do

not condemn this film because Gardner tried to convey meaning visually. I criticize him for failing to

succeed in this task.

A defense informally offered by some anthropologists for Robert Gardner's recent films. like Forest of

Bliss, may be summarized as follows: "Well, they may not be so great as ethnography but they are

wonderful art. Because they are so moving, say important things about the human condition, have such

beauty, we will forgive their anthropological shortcomings and accept them anyway." This justification is

based upon the false assumption that all film is art, and consequently ethnographic film has to somehow

compromise its social science in order to succeed. [18]

The ethics and politics of Gardner's art as manifested in Forest of Bliss require further discussion.

Gardner used the lives of people of Benares to make his art, aesthetic objects that form the raw material

for the creative process. He did so with no apparent moral qualms. "I had no ethical embarrassment in

making the films. I had my own feelings about what was going on ... and they shaped the film and the

shots. I wasn't trying to suppress my feelings. I needed them" (qtd. in Larson 98).

Part of the appeal of this film to a Western audience is the exotic quality of Indian life. There is a history

to the idea of the "mysterious" East, perhaps best explored in Edward Said's book, Orientalism. Tom

Waugh has suggested that Forest of Bliss

was simply one more Mondo Cane India, an ethnographic variant of the recent glut of Indian

imagery in the
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Western media marketplace. Our reliance on colonialized images of India such as these, in

the past has greatly hampered our knowledge of, and our solidarity with, this vital and

changing society. (13)

Were Gardner to choose images from his own class and culture, North American Yankee Brahmin, a

"tribe" as exotic to some of us as the subject of this film, the moral and political implications would be

very different.

The basis of Gardner's art is to be found in nineteenth-century Romanticism and his behavior as film artist
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is justified by the notion of "artistic license.'' Briefly stated, it is the assumption that because artists create

beauty essential for society, they are allowed to behave differently from other people. Artists must be true

to their vision no matter what. For many of us that notion of art is morally and politically out of step with

the times. Artists are a part of society and must answer for their behavior just as other people do. Making

art out of the lives of people who are politically and economically disadvantaged, disenfranchised,

oppressed, is increasingly difficult to justify, particularly when the artist comes from the most privileged

class of the most powerful nation of the world.

But even if one believes that artists do have the right and can treat their colleagues and the people they

film any way they wish, how can anthropologists justify these notions? Since the Vietnam War, North

American anthropologists have been made acutely aware of the need to examine the political and moral

implications of their work and the complexities involved in using the Other as the subject of their

research. Why should they embrace the "art" of someone who is so apparently uninterested in those

questions?

A corollary to the assumption that artists have a certain moral license is the idea that films that are

sensitive empathetic portraits of a people do not require the services of an anthropologist to make them

into ethnographic films. I presume that those who take this position argue that because "artistic vision" is

as important as ''ethnographically derived knowledge and insight," we should accept these films as if they

were anthropology. The logic of this argument carries us to the absurd position of having to accept

virtually the whole of literature and film as anthropology and thus eradicating whatever uniqueness

anthropology has as a means of generating statements about the human condition. If we endorse Gardner's

art, why not everyone else's? There are literally hundreds of sensitively made poetic documentaries about

the human condition. Why not characterize all of them as anthropological?

Conclusions

Robert Gardner was a seminal figure in ethnographic film during the 1950s and 1960s. However. his

public remarks, writings, and his films since Dead Birds do not reflect any apparent interest in nor any

knowledge about the issues which have occupied anthropology since the 1970s. Gardner has remained

faithful to the outmoded and inadequate notion that anthropology's primary task is to salvage the last

remnants of "authentic primitive" culture. He seems unresponsive to or unaware of the ethical and

political implications of these ideas and behavior. Rather than regard his films as anthropology, I believe it

is more productive to critique them as the work of a Romantic artist who believes that the exotic Other

provides him with a unique chance to explore his personal responses to humanistic questions such as

death (Forest of Bliss), the role of women (Rivers of Sand). and gender identity (Deep Hearts). Because

we are easily seduced by what some regard as Gardner's ''artistic vision,'' some members of the

anthropological community
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continue to appreciate Gardner's films as ethnographically significant. They do so, I might add, with the

active encouragement of Gardner. [19]

Notes

[1] This essay began as a polemical response to articles by Moore and Parry and Robert Gardner's

response in the Society for Visual Anthropology Newsletter 4.2. A preliminary statement was first

published in Society for Visual Anthropology Newsletter 5.1. An earlier version of this paper appeared in

1989 in German as "Robert Gardner und der anthropologische Film," in Ritual con Leben und Tod:

Robert Gardner and seine Filme. R. Kapfer. W. Petermann und R. Thoms, Hrsg. Munchen: Trickster

Verlag. Initially, I wrote out of frustration with the uncritical acceptance of some films by some

anthropologists. What I have to say has already been said privately by a number of my colleagues. I think

it is time to deal with the issues in a public manner. The criticisms are not meant as a personal attack but

rather as the beginning of a long overdue self-critical process. The criticisms leveled at Gardner apply to
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most of the "leading lights" in ethnographic film.

[2] I have discussed this approach to anthropological cinema in a number of articles beginning in 1975

with "Is an Ethnographic Film a Filmic Ethnography?"

[3] While it is not the purpose of this essay to trace the origins of Gardner's ideas about film and

anthropology, it would be wrong to leave readers with the impression that he was solely responsible for

them. Margaret Mead comes to mind as the most obvious intellectual ancestor to Gardner.

[4] In a 1958 article on a UNESCO conference Gardner discusses Rouch's films and therefore provides

evidence that he knew about Rouch's ideas.

[5] See Heider's Ethnographic Film for this argument.

[6] For a further explication of these ideas. cf. Ruby, 'Franz Boas," on Boas's use of the camera.

[7 ]Richard Schechner has also made a most revealing analysis of the paradigm Staal and Gardner

employed in making this film.

[8] I am assuming that Staal speaks for Gardner and as co-producers of the film they share attitudes about

the issues raised here. Certainly Gardner has not distanced himself from Staal's published views of the

film.

[9] A number of people, from Stanley Diamond to Edward Said' have explored our construction of the

primitive and the exotic Other.

[10] See Visual Anthropology 1.3 (1988) for descriptions of the German approach to ethnographic film.

[11] Among the many anthropologists who have made this argument the work of Clifford Geertz is

perhaps the most widely read.

[12] It could be argued that Gardner wrote the article cited as explicating his ideas in 1957 and his

position has evolved over the past 30 years. However, nothing in his films, writings, or public statements

suggests a significant change. and Ika Hands (1988), his latest film, is about yet another "cultural

survival."

[13] 1 am assuming here that there is common agreement that ethnography can only be accomplished

through a long-term intensive period of participant-observation governed by an articulated research

problem.

[14] Heider (Films) credits Gardner as being ''anthropologist" for Rivers of Sand but is unable to support

this contention with any evidence.

[15 ] In the 10 years since Lydell and Strecker wrote their rebuttal to Bender's review, Strecker's opinion

of the film has changed very little. ''In Rivers of Sand. Hamar life is not allowed, as it were, to reconstitute

itself on the screen. The constant cuts and counter-positioning of short sequences never allow an authentic

view of Hamar life to emerge but lead to a complete distortion of time, space, and action as they are

experienced by the Hamar" (373).

[16 ] The credits for Deep Hearts come from the American Anthropologist review; for Ika Hands, I

consulted the 1988 Festival dei Popoli catalog. Serious ethical questions have been raised about the

filming of Ika Hands. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain sufficient documentation about some of the

allegations to include them in this paper.

[17] The source of Gardner's quotations is unattributed in Larson's article.

[18] The notion that all film is art is as silly as the idea that all writing is literature. For a more prolonged
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argument against this cliche see Sol Worth's classic essay, ''Film as Non-Art."

[19] There appears to be some uncertainty on the part of Gardner as to whether or not he regards himself

as an ethnographic filmmaker. When he showed Rivers of Sand at the Robert Flaherty Film Seminar in

1977, he was uninterested in discussing the film or any of his work as anthropology. His most recent

essay, "The Fiction of Non-Fiction Film," published in 1986, suggests a total lack of interest in

ethnographic film. Yet he has actively cooperated with the British Royal Anthropological Institute's

Ethnographic Film Festival and recently reviewed two of Geddes's films for the American Anthropologist

( 1987).
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Appendix

The films of Robert Gardner cited in the article (All films produced by the Film Study Center, Harvard

University)

Dead Birds (1964) 83 min. Robert Gardner (director, camera, script, narration), Karl Heider and Jan

Broekhuyse (anthropologists), Jarius Lincoln and Joyce Chopra (editors).

Ritual warfare among the Dani of New Guinea.

Rivers of Sand (1975) 85 min. Robert Gardner (director, script, camera, narrator, and sound), Ivo Strecker

and Jean Lydall (anthropologists), Stewart Gardner and Michael Chalufour (editors).

The role of women in Hamar society, Ethiopia.

Altar of Fire (1976) 58 min. Fritz Staal (producer), Robert Gardner (director), Gardner and Staal (script),

Daniel Ingalls (narrator), Gardner, Kevin Burker, Ravi Varma, Kunju Vasudevan, Sarwesh Kumar
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(camera), Michael Chalufour (sound), Staal, Gardner, and Edmund Carpenter (editors).

A performance of the Agnicayana, a Vedic ritual of sacrifice.

Deep Hearts (1981) 58 min. Robert Gardner (director, script, narrator), Robert Fulton and Gardner

(camera and editors).

A male "beauty contest" among the Bororo Fulani of Niger.

Forest of Bliss ( 1986) 90 min. Robert Gardner (director, camera, sound), Akos Oster (anthropologist),

Ned Johnson and Michael Chalufour (editors).

A portrait of Benares, India, city of death.

Ika Hands (1988) 60 min. Robert Gardner (director, script, camera, sound), Gardner and Gerardo Reichel-

Dolmatoff (narrators), Robert Fulton and Michael Chalufour (editors).

Indian families survive in the bitter cold of Colombia's Andes.
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